
 

Brown Water Navy Pagoda Boats 
By Geoff Walker 

Vietnam is located on the eastern Indochinese Peninsula. It is a South East Asian 

nation covering an area of 128,565 square miles. The country has a varied 

landscape comprised of highlands, mountains, coastal lowlands, and river deltas. 

Designated the “Land of Pagodas”, Vietnam is known for its many rivers and 

dense jungles, mountainous terrain, and historic Pagodas. The pink lotus, widely 

regarded by the Vietnamese as the national flower of the country, symbolizes beauty, commitment, 

health, honor, and knowledge.  

The longest river in South East Asia, the mighty Mekong River, transits through Vietnam before draining 

into the South China Sea. Today a journey along the Saigon River is an exercise in serenity, but not so 

between 1965 and 1973, during the years of the Vietnam conflict. 

The Mekong River, which is 2,703 miles long, derives its source from the Tibetan Plateau in China. It 

passes through China’s Yunnan Province, down to the border between Myanmar and Laos, and on to the 

border between Laos and Thailand before crossing into Laos, Cambodia, eventually flowing into the 

South China Sea. It is the longest river in South East Asia and 12th longest river in the world. The river 

has one of the most biodiverse ecosystems in the world, only second to the Amazon. It has the most 

species of large fish found anywhere, in a river.  

The Mekong River has a myriad of uses in the regions it passes through. Some of the uses are irrigation, 

transport, fisheries, power generation, navigation, domestic use, and Industrial water supply. Its fast-

flowing characteristics and shifting sandbanks, make it difficult in which to navigate, and anchorages just 

off the fan delta, such as at Vung Tau, can be very treacherous due to poor holding ground and silting 

with fine sediments, caused by the outflow from the Mekong River Delta. 

The Mekong Delta is composed of ten thousand square miles of marshland, swamps, and forested 

areas. The region is interlaced by rivers and canal ways. Controlled by the Viet Cong, the interior 

waterways of the Mekong Delta were used to transport Viet Cong supplies and weapons from North to 

South Vietnam and therefore became a major concern to the American commanders, who insisted 

small, fast, and shallow drafted combat ships with high fire-power capability, be urgently deployed. 

Hence, “Swift Boats” arrived in the theatre of action. 

The first “Swift Boats” arrived in Vietnam in October 1965. The boats were initially utilized as coastal 

patrol craft, involved in Operation Market Time, which was the United States Navy and South Vietnam's 

effort, to stop the flow of troops, war material, and supplies by sea, coast, and rivers, from North 

Vietnam into parts of South Vietnam during the conflict. The United States Coastguard also participated, 

using mainly their larger cutters, to patrol offshore coastal waters and provide fire support as and when 

required, because of the PCFs design, shallow draft, and low freeboard, limiting the crafts 

seaworthiness, in open waters. 

 



 

 Soon after hostilities started to accelerate, in about 

1965, the United States Navy realized that the vast 

waterways of Vietnam, which interlaced the Mekong 

Delta, were being used as major arteries for traffic 

by the Vietnamese Communists (Viet Cong) to shift 

troops, munitions, food, and supplies for their 

fighters which were being infiltrated into South 

Vietnam. Accordingly, the USN set up several tactical 

flotillas consisting of small, fast, shallow drafted, well 

defended combat vessels, to patrol the vast 

meandering waterways of the Mekong Delta, and 

the Saigon River. These agile little vessels became 

known generically, as “Swift Boats” or “PCF’s” 

(Patrol Craft Fast), and were mass produced 

throughout the course of the conflict, going through 

various stages of development which resulted in a 

variety of different versions.  

These little crusaders where to become the “Brown 

Water Navy”, so called by the crews that operated 

them, due to the murky, muddy brown waters of the 

Vietnamese rivers, in which they operated. 

Typical “Swift Boats” had welded aluminum hulls 

about 15 m long 4.0 m beam, and draft of about 1.5 

m. They were powered by twin General Motors 

12V71"N" Detroit marine diesel engines rated at 480 

horsepower (360 kW) each, with a design range from 

320 nautical miles at 21 knots to about 750 nautical 

miles, at 10 knots. The normal complement for a 

Swift Boat was six: an officer in charge or skipper, a 

boatswain’s mate, a radar/radioman, an engineer, 

and two gunners (quartermaster and gunner's mate). In 1969 the crew was supplemented with 

Vietnamese trainees from the South Vietnamese Navy, and Marines.         

Although it must be said, many of the early, and smaller PCFs, had fiberglass hulls and were powered by 

turbo jets, which avoided the need for propellers, and reduced their draft considerably, also making 

them highly maneuverable, as well as lethal to the Viet Cong. Their shallow drafts also enabled intrusion 

up the narrowest and shallowest, waterways and canals, and broadened their scope of operation.  

One of their mortal dangers was that of ambush, whilst in the narrowest of waterways. The Viet Cong 

would observe them going one way, then lay in wait, knowing they must normally return along the same 

route within a few hours. Upon their return, they would be ambushed by the elusive Viet Cong. The boat 

crews were very heroic, knowing full well of such possibilities. 



One of the earlier PCF seen on patrol in Vietnamese waters, below left, and below right PCF’s carrying a 

contingency of South Vietnamese marines up a narrow canal, for insertion or following extraction. 

                  

                                    

The Patrol Boat, Riverine, or PBR, is the United 

States Navy designation for a small rigid-hulled 

patrol boat used in the Vietnam War from 1966 

until the end of American hostilities in 1971.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They were deployed in a force that grew to 250 boats, the most common craft in the River Patrol Force, 

Task Force 116, and were used to stop and search river traffic in areas such as the Mekong Delta and 

the Saigon River. In this role they excelled, and frequently became involved in firefights with enemy 

soldiers on boats and on the shore, were used to insert and extract Navy SEAL teams, and were 

employed by the United States Army's 458th Transportation Company.  

The PBR was superseded by the Special Operations 

Craft – Riverine (SOC-R). These SOCs frequently 

conduct clandestine combat missions, often operating 

at night with little or no air support. The SOC-R speed 

and tight turn radius were enabled by the hull design. 

The slope of the SOC-R's V-shape belly essentially 

allows the boat to skid along the surface, with 

relatively little drag on the hull. There is no rudder or 

propeller blades to snag on submerged roots and 

rocks. 

A dramatic image of a SOC-R at speed, skating atop of 

the water. As can be seen these craft were heavily armed and in addition to the 4-man specialist crew, 

could carry a small supplementary group of special forces personnel. These small, fast patrol boats were 



highly adaptable and were able to be mounted on a lightweight purpose-built trailer allowing rapid air 

transportation from point to point, by C-130 type aircraft. 

During the Vietnam conflict I made several trips to the zone, carrying a variety of general cargo and 

project materials (not military related). We frequently anchored off Vung Tau, where these small patrol 

craft were very active around the clock, and many in number. They patrolled the anchorages to prevent 

infiltration by the Viet Cong and from time to time would deploy navy divers to inspect underwater 

parts of the ship’s hull in search for limpet mines. They usually operated in groups of 3-5, forming a 

small flotilla. 

In fact, mine sweeping was a task frequently undertaken by these vessels, where mining was a constant 

threat, especially in the Saigon River, where several merchant ships were mined during the hostilities. 

They provided an important role, throughout the waring years. As described, there were different “Swift 

Boat” variants, and developments made to these fast patrol craft, were introduced over ensuing years, 

intended to facilitate changing circumstances as the navy requirements changed during the conflict.  

One such is the Mark V SOC (Special Operations Craft) introduced in 2003, the origins of which date 

back to the “Swift Boats” of Vietnam. These are a marine security, patrol, and special forces insertion 

boat used by the United States Navy, the design of which is based on much of the experience gained 

during the Vietnam war, which clearly proved the value of robust, fast, and agile small patrol craft. 

The Mark V's primary mission is as a medium range insertion and extraction platform for Special 

Operations Forces (primarily SEAL combat swimmers and divers) in low to medium threat environments. 

The secondary mission is restricted Coastal Patrol and Interdiction, in low to medium threat areas of 

operation. A typical Mark V SOC mission duration is 12 hours, approximately. 

Below, a “Knocked Down” Mk V SOC seen being loaded on to a C-5 Galaxy transport aircraft.  

A Mark V SOC detachment is usually 

operated in groups of 2. The Mark V has 

the capacity to carry sixteen fully equipped 

attachment, to missions 500 miles away 

from where they are based. Crew and 

combat teams ride on seats that are 

designed for maximum comfort and shock 

mitigation in high seas or heavy 

maneuvering, allowing occupants to either 

stand or sit. With its wide beam the craft 

has enough room to carry four Combat 

Rubber Raiding Craft (CRRC) with six 

outboard motors and fuel, and to deploy 

forces from a clandestine distance. The 

ramp on the stern allows combat teams to ride their CRRCs right up the stern of the boat, for fast 

extraction and insertion. 

 

 



Mark V SOC (Special Operations Craft) - Specifications 

Weight  57+ tons 

Length 25.0 m  

Width 5.25 m  

Height 5.25 m  

Draft: 1.5 m  

Main Armament 

7.62 mm gatling guns 

Secondary Armament 

.50 caliber machine guns 

Engine Twin 2285 HP MTU 12V396 TE94 engines                    Fuel capacity    9,840 Litres  

Operational Range     500 + Nautical Miles and Maximum Speed   50+ knots. 

The twin combo is deployable on two USAF C-5 Galaxy aircraft to a zone of operations, globally, within 

48 hours of notification, and is capable to commence operations within 24 hours after arriving at a 

forward staging location. The detachment can also be delivered into any theater by flight deck equipped 

surface ships, with appropriate crane and deck space capabilities, or if feasible, under their own power. 

A detachment is also transportable by road on their specially constructed trailers. The ability to quickly 

deploy these small craft make them a great military asset. 

 

“Pagoda” or Swift Boats on patrol in 

the waterways of the Mekong Delta. 

Even the surrounds look hostile, not to 

mention what lurked within, by way of 

ambush. Much tribute must be paid to 

the brave men who operated these 

small craft.  

During the Vietnam conflict 3,600 

served or supported America’s PCF 

Swift Boat units. Four hundred were 

wounded. Fifty died. Imagine the 

heroism, and heartbreak, by the men 

who manned these tiny ships, 50 years ago. Reflect upon the danger a six-man crew aboard a 15m 

unarmored aluminum vessel, journeying through the narrowest of waterways, facing the constant 

threat of naval mines, ambush, rocket, and mortar fire, from an enemy lurking amongst the densest 

undergrowth, along the riverbanks, just a stone’s throw away. 



An American Navy Assault Support Patrol Boat 

(ASPB) on the Saigon River during the Vietnam 

war. The defoliated riverbanks can be seen, 

most likely due to “Agent Orange Defoliant” or 

Flame Throwers, sometimes fitted to ASPBs, 

which were used primarily to act as escorts and 

provide protection for the slower Armored 

Troop Carriers (ATCs) of the Mobile Riverine 

Force, during the troop transport phase of 

riverine assaults. 

The first ASPBs arrived at Vung Tau, South Vietnam in 1967. Due to their steel construction and armor, 

the boats would also perform minesweeping in advance of river assault squadrons and serve as a 

blocking and interception force in the waterways around the area of operation. The ASPBs first saw 

action in September 1967, when they were used as minesweepers for an assault on An Dinh village, the 

"birthplace" of the Viet Cong. 

The initial deployment of these boats was followed by another fifty craft delivered in 1968. 

Unfortunately, within months of their deployment, the boats began revealing some shortcomings. Four 

ASPBs sank during 1968, due to noncombat reasons. In one event, two passing ASPBs swamped another 

ASPB, causing the boat to sink in less than a minute and drowning a sailor who became trapped in a 

sleeping compartment.  

A Navy investigation of all four losses, concluded that the primary faults were the lack of seaworthiness 

caused by inadequate compartmentalization and marginal buoyancy, coupled with excessive top weight 

and a low freeboard.  

As a quick remedy, Naval Forces Vietnam tried to improve the ASPB's seaworthiness by removing 

engine-compartment armor to reduce top weight. The armor also never lived up to its expectations. 

Designers had difficulty developing a hard, lightweight armor that was not brittle. On the early 

generation boats, a 75mm recoilless rifle round aimed at the cockpit could break off an entire piece of 

armor and propel it through the cockpit. By late 1969 most ASPBs were being used only for 

minesweeping and base security duties.  

Brown-water river assault units were formalized in January 1967 by the 2nd Brigade, 9th Infantry 

Division. Later that same year, in combination with US Navy Task Force 117, they formed the Mobile 

Riverine Force. In 1970, for the last time since the Civil War, the Navy stood down the last of its brown-

water navy units, as they were turned over to the South Vietnamese and Cambodian governments 

under the policy of Vietnamization.                                                                                            
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